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Jobs Returns to Introduce a New iPad
Steve Jobs’s presence at the unveiling
seemed to reassure investors.
03.02.11
Miguel Helft, New York Times

Steven P. Jobs, Apple’s chief executive, interrupted his medical
leave on Wednesday to introduce the company’s much-anticipated
new iPad, a thinner, faster and lighter version of its popular tablet
computer that will sell at the same prices as the original models.
The new iPad has two cameras: one facing the rear for filming
and another facing the user to allow video chatting.
Mr. Jobs alluded to his leave but neither commented on his
health nor said whether he planned to return to the company
in the near future.
“We’ve been working on this product for a while and I just
didn’t want to miss today,” he said.
The iPad 2 includes front and rear cameras, allowing video
conversations, and comes in black and white versions. It will
be available on March 11 in the United States at prices ranging
from $499 to $829. It will be available in more than two dozen
other countries on March 26, Mr. Jobs said.
But the details of the product were somewhat overshadowed
by Mr. Jobs’s unexpected presence. His appearance lifted the
mood of Apple’s fans and investors who have worried about the
deteriorating health of the company’s visionary leader. Mr. Jobs
was greeted with a standing ovation as he walked on stage in
an auditorium here, and within minutes, Apple’s shares jumped
more than $3, or nearly 1 percent.
“It is clear that he is still in charge,” said Tim Bajarin, an analyst
with Creative Strategies. “His presence underscores how important
he feels the iPad is to Apple’s future.” Though gaunt, Mr. Jobs, who
turned 56 last week, looked roughly the same as he had in October,
the last time he appeared in public to introduce a product.
In a sign of the intensifying competition in the tablet market,
Mr. Jobs not only promoted the features of the overhauled iPad,
but also took potshots at Apple’s rivals, calling them “copycats”

Jim Wilson/The New York Times

and saying they had been unable to match the first iPad on features or price. The market for tablet computers is far more competitive now than when Apple began selling the iPad nearly
a year ago. Companies like Samsung, Dell, Motorola, Research
In Motion and Hewlett-Packard have introduced rival tablets,
though some will not be available until later this year.
But Apple’s rivals have yet to make significant inroads with
consumers, in part because they have had difficulty matching
the iPad’s pricing. The Motorola Xoom, for instance, costs $800.
The Samsung Galaxy Tab is available for about $500, but at 7
inches, is much smaller than the iPad, which is nearly 10 inches.
The new iPad is built around a new chip that Apple designed, called
A5, which is faster than its predecessor. Mr. Jobs said graphics performance would be nine times as fast. The new iPad is 8 millimeters thick,
one-third thinner than the original and slightly thinner than the iPhone 4. Mr. Jobs said that at 1.3 pounds it was a fifth of a pound lighter
than the earlier model, yet it has the same 10-hour battery life.
“It feels totally different,” Mr. Jobs said.
Alluding to the white iPhone 4, which Apple announced but
never introduced, Mr. Jobs said the white iPad 2 would be available
from Day 1. The new iPad’s 3G models will support connections
from AT&T and Verizon.
Mr. Jobs predicted that the iPad 2 would help Apple widen its
lead in the market. “We think 2011 is clearly going to be the year
of iPad 2,” Mr. Jobs said.
Some Apple developers said that they were impressed by the
iPad 2, noting that it was more powerful yet simple to use.
“The technology is becoming more and more invisible,” said Ge Wang,
the co-founder and chief technology officer of Smule, a company that
makes virtual instruments for the iPad and the iPhone. Mr. Wang, who also
directs an orchestra of digital instruments at Stanford, said Smule had considered making its software available on other tablets but had decided
against it for now.“Nothing else comes close,”he said of the iPad.
While the iPad 2’s improvements are significant, analysts said
they were largely expected.
“There were no big surprises,” said A. M. Sacconaghi Jr., an
analyst with Sanford C. Bernstein & Company. “It is an incremental step forward. But it certainly makes Apple very competitive
in the market today.”
Mr. Sacconaghi said the new features, along with the iPad’s
stable of more than 65,000 apps, would ensure that Apple retained its lead in the market for now.
Apple did not update the figures for iPad sales. In January, the
company said it had sold nearly 15 million iPads in 2010, generating
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about $9.5 billion. Mr. Jobs said 65,000 apps had been tailored for
the iPad.
Apple’s share of the global tablet market reached 85 percent
by the end of 2010, according to estimates by eMarketer, a research firm. Apple will sell an estimated 34 million iPads in 2011,
or more than triple the 10 million tablets expected to be sold by
its rivals, eMarketer said.
Along with the new iPad, Apple introduced a new version of its
software, iOS, and two new popular applications already available
on its Macintosh line of computers: iMovie and Garage Band.
Mr. Jobs also announced that books from Random House, a
holdout publisher, would be available on its iBookstore. He said
100 million books had been downloaded since the company
introduced the store a year ago.
Underscoring Apple’s power in digital media distribution, Mr.
Jobs also said iTunes had recently surpassed 200 million accounts
with credit cards that enable customers to buy music, videos,
books and apps with a click.

In a show of Apple’s knack for innovative design, Mr. Jobs
demonstrated a new thin iPad cover that attaches to the tablet through magnets, is able to turn the device on and off, and
doubles as a stand.

Best Buy may give iPads to all sales staff
03.05.11
Electronista Staff

Apple to roll-out 130,000 iPads to sales staff? A report has suggested
that all Best Buy sales staff may receive iPads. Forbes received a tip
from a “source with knowledge of corporate mobile device deployments,” who claims that an iPad roll-out for staff will happen for one
of America’s top-ten retailers with around 1,100 stores. By deduction, it
would appear that this could only mean Best Buy, which has also been
an Apple Partner since the launch of the original iPad.
Best Buy already has 27 Connected World stores, where sales
staff are already equipped with iPads, and some other mobile
devices. It is possible that any move to equip all its sales staff
with iPads could be part of a plan to expand the pilot program
of Connected Word stores to all of its stores nationwide.
For Apple, such a move could result in 130,000 additional iPad
sales based on the approximate number of Best Buy sales staff.
Assuming that Best Buy issues entry-level 16GB Wi-Fi models
to its staff, and assuming that Apple will charge around $500
for each device (including ongoing maintenance and support),
could result in a $65 million transaction. Further, from Apple’s

perspective, it means that each sales staff employee in
Best Buy will become that much more familiar with the
strengths of Apple’s flagship device. The high visibility of
the tablet in Best Buy stores would also help to interest customers and drive sales.
For Best Buy, the costs will be significant, but it will help to
ensure that its stores become a location other than an Apple
Store or reseller, where customers will likely be able to receive a
better level of customer service from better informed staff.
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Apple to ramp up security in OS X 10.7 Lion?
02.25.11
by Topher Kessler, cnetNews

As part of the latest round of hardware updates and announcements from Apple, the company has released a beta preview version
of OS X 10.7 Lion to a number of Mac users. The distribution to various Mac users seems to be rather random, with some new switchers
receiving invitations in addition to those who have used OS X for a
while. Despite this, Apple does seems to be targeting a few sources
that may help them develop the system in specified areas, including
its security components by inviting some notable security experts
who have criticized OS X's security shortcomings in the past.
It appears that as OS X develops and becomes more popular, Apple
is showing an increasing effort to keeping the system secure. While
the correlation of popularity and the potential for increased malware
and attacks on a system has been a source of argument, it is one train
of thought. As OS X becomes implemented into corporate structure
and homes, the platform will be a larger target for malware developers who wish to exploit its bugs and vulnerabilities. To combat any
potential threats from this or other reasons for attacks, Apple seems to
be taking a proactive stance to beef up the security of the OS.
In past versions of OS X Apple implemented software firewalls, virtual memory encryption, and personal data security options (encrypted
disk images and home directories). In more recent versions, Apple began experimenting with more active malware detection and blocking
options such as incorporating Google's Safe Browsing into Safari, and
including the XProtect feature in Snow Leopard which appeared to be
the start of an in-house malware scanner by Apple, which so far has
only been used to check downloaded disk images.
As part of the ongoing security implementations in OS X, Apple
is expected to incorporate more memory address randomization,
which stores active processes in random locations in memory and
making it harder for exploits (especially common ones like buffer
overflows) to successfully run. Currently this is done for system components, but it may be implemented for third-party applications and
tools that users install and run. In addition, Apple has advertised process sandboxing as a major part of OS X's security options, and we
expect that a greater degree of it will show up in OS X 10.7.
In terms of the foreground security options that users can
interact with, Apple may surprise us with new features, but even
without any new changes there will at least be tweaks to the
built-in firewall, Filevault, and log-in session limitations that we
currently see in OS X Snow Leopard.

In general, nearly 91 percent of those surveyed said
they had seen people misuse mobile technology, and 75
percent say they believe mobile manners have become
worse since 2009.
The study was commissioned by Ipsos on behalf of Intel - a
02.22.11
company
which, rudely or not, has tried to break into the mobile
Erica Ogg, cnetNews
market with only some degree of success. The survey covered
Apple’s Genius Bar is reportedly
both the use of laptops - which Intel helped jumpstart with its
getting expanded services. That
wireless Centrino technology and mobile processors - as well as
secret meeting for Apple retail employees we’ve been hearing mobile phones, a market the chipmaker simply hasn’t been able
about? The agenda might not be nearly as exciting as some to crack.
would hope.
In years past, however, Intel has sought to develop a more culApple store employees have reportedly been asked to sign tural understanding of society’s interaction with computers, as a
non-disclosure agreements in advance of a meeting this Sun- way of developing better products. That research began with soday night. Boy Genius Report says it’s heard that the big secret ciologist Genevieve Bell. In July 2010, Intel named Bell the head of
employees will learn at that meeting is a new small-business- the Intel Interaction and Experience Lab, part of the overarching
oriented IT support service called Joint Venture.
Intel Labs organization and dedicated to researching and improving the way in which humans use and interact with computers.
“New digital technologies are becoming a mainstay in consumers’ lives, but we haven’t yet worked out for ourselves, our
families, communities and societies what all the right kinds of
BGR says it’s “an extension of Apple’s current Genius Bar services” behaviors and expectations will be,” Bell said in a statement.
but that’s aimed at small-business owners and “prosumers.” The “Our appropriate digital technology behaviors are still embryservice will cost money, but it will reportedly enable subscrib- onic, and it’s important for Intel and the entire industry to mainers to either go into the Genius Bar for hardware and software tain a dialogue about the way people use technology and our
troubleshooting, or simply call up a Genius--the latter is not a personal relationships with technology as they continue to help
service Apple offers to anyone currently.
shape societal and cultural norms.”
Apple has made other moves recently showing it is targeting
The survey found that even though users consistently use mothe small- and medium-size business crowd. It canceled its line bile devices where they shouldn’t - behind the wheel, 56 perof Xserve servers used by large corporate clients last month and cent; in a restroom, 48 percent; in a movie theater, 32 percent;
in its place offered the Mac Pro Server. It’s a setup large compa- and on a honeymoon, 9 percent - 76 percent of those surveyed
nies would be hard-pressed to use but that could be adequate said they couldn’t bear to give up their laptops for a week.
for smaller businesses.
About 24 percent of those surveyed said they had seen someone
using a laptop while driving. The revelation even prompted accusations among Intel employees themselves, while other well-known
techies have even confessed via Twitter of working on the road.
“The solution is two fold,” Anna Post blogged as part of Emily
Post’s Etiquette Daily. “First, manage your time and other’s expectations, no matter how easy the technology makes it to respond immediately. You can return a call instead of answering, wait to answer
a text, or excuse yourself for a minute to check email. Better yet,
don’t keep a mobile device handy when you know you shouldn’t
answer it. In a meeting? Put your laptop lid down. Better yet, keep
your mobile devices in your handbag, briefcase or pocket.
02.25.11
“Second, increase your own awareness of how your mobile
Mark Hachman, PCMAG.com
device behavior affects those around you,” Post added. “It’s easy
to see others get it wrong, but not so easy to see it in ourselves.
Most of us have good intentions. According to the recent Intel
A new survey claims that we
survey, respondents report seeing other people misuse their
hate the way in which neighmobile technology five times in an average day. My challenge
bors use mobile devices - and
to you: find your number. Notice how many times a day you
yet we’re as bad as they are.
use your mobile device in a way that would bother you should
A survey released Thursday evening on mobile manners found someone else do it, and work toward zero.
that 88 percent of the U.S. adults surveyed believed that others
The Intel/Ipsos survey was conducted online from Dec. 10
used their mobile devices in public without consideration for through Jan. 5, with a survey of 2,000 picked via representative
the people around them. But the same survey also concluded sample ages 18 and older.
that 19 percent of those surveyed admit to poor mobile behavThanks to Tom Davis for recommending this article.
ior, but keep on doing it because everyone else is.

Apple ready to roll out new retail service?

Mobile Manners
Getting Worse
Intel Survey Finds
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3. Fix permissions

TarMac
Tips
Tackling an inability to sign in
to the App Store
		

02.17.11
Topher Kessler, MacFixIt

Apple’s new Mac App
Store is clearly a work
in progress, and as a
first release the current version, sometimes
has a few quirks with handling installed applications, among other issues like handling
authentication and account sign-in. A few
people have recently contacted us regarding
the ability to sign in to the App Store, with
problems from the store refusing passwords,
to the login window not accepting any input.
If you are having troubles logging in to
the Mac App Store, first try testing your
Apple ID. This can be done a variety of
ways, including logging in to the iTunes
Store, or by checking and managing your
account at Apple’s account management
Web page.
With your account verified, try the
following options in order to see if they
help fix the issue:

1. Clear the App Store cache

Go to the /username/Library/Caches/
com.apple.appstore/ folder and remove
the file called “Cache.db.” Then relaunch
the App Store and try again. You can also
try removing the entire “com.apple.appstore” folder from the caches directory
and retry the store.

2. Clear Store preferences

As with other applications, corruption
in the store’s preferences file may result
in odd behavior and may affect functions
like logging in. Try going to the /username/Library/Preferences/ folder and
remove the file called “com.apple.storeagent.plist.” Then relaunch the App Store
and try again.

If the first two options do not work, try
opening Disk Utility and running a full
permissions fix on the boot drive. This
should ensure all system files are properly accessible by the system and hopefully correct any error with file access that
could be contributing to the problem.

4. Run combo updater

Lastly, if the App Store application or a required system component is corrupted, you
should be able to overcome the problem
by reinstalling it. Go to the Apple Support
Downloads page and get the latest combo updater (currently OS X 10.6.6). Restart
the system into Safe Mode by holding
the Shift key at boot-up, and then run
the downloaded installer when in Safe
Mode.

Troubleshooting Mail
passwords
02.22.11
Topher Kessler, MacFixIt

Apple’s Mail e-mail client is a fairly
straightforward tool for accessing IMAP,
POP, and Exchange accounts, and for the
most part it works quite well, but it is not
without its quirks. One of these is that at
times Mail can start prompting users for
their account passwords again and seem
to not properly store them. When this
happens the program may appear to stop
interacting with the mail server for such
functions as downloading new messages.
The first thing to do whenever there is
a problem with Mail’s connection with
an e-mail server is to open the Activity
window and try manually invoking the
connections. To do this, go to the Window
menu and choose Activity (or press Command-0) and then click the Get Mail option
in the Mail toolbar.
This should have Mail make a full
connection and synchronization attempt
with the mail server, and you should see
various progress bars for this activity in
the Activity window. Sometimes connections can take what seems like a long
time, especially while attachments are being cached and synchronization between
mailboxes is being done. Therefore, be
sure to wait for all progress bars to com-

plete in the Activity window before continuing to troubleshoot. If
a connection seems to pause with
no progress, you can click the red stopsign button next to it to cancel that task.
The ‘Access Control’ setting for each keychain entry should list the applications associated with the current keychain item. If
Mail shows up, then this entry is used to
store the password for Mail.
The next step is to clear your stored
passwords for Mail so you can enter them
again. Do this by opening the Keychain
Access utility and selecting the “login” keychain. Then search for any entries associated
with your e-mail account (such as “gmail” or
“aol”). The password for these should be an
Internet Password type of keychain entry
with a blue @ symbol as an icon. To check
the entry’s association with Mail, doubleclick it and select the Access Control tab.
In the list of applications you should see
Mail, in which case close the window and
remove the entry from your keychain.
After all keychain entries for the problematic
mail account have been removed, launch
Mail; if the program does not automatically check for new mail, click the Get Mail
button. You should be prompted for your
account password, and when you supply
it be sure to check the option to save the
password in your keychain.
When you supply your password again,
be sure the Activity window is open and
you should see the program access your
account. Sometimes if account synchronization takes a while or pauses then you may
not see any changes in the Mail application
window, which can cause people to assume
the newly supplied password did not work.
After all synchronization, caching, and
other activities have finished in the Activity window, send yourself an e-mail to test
the account and make sure everything is
working again.
Beyond account passwords, sometimes
various problems can happen with other
Mail settings, so if Mail appears to stall
even after refreshing the password, you
might try some maintenance routines
on various mailboxes. Go to each of your
mailboxes (especially your inboxes) and
with each one selected choose Rebuild
from the Mailbox menu. In addition, try
cleaning up your mailboxes by removing
or archiving older messages and deleting
those that have attachments.
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TarMac
Tips

How to partition a
drive in OS X

03.02.11
Topher Kessler, MacFixIt

When setting up a hard drive or even after using one for a while,
sometimes it is useful to partition it so sections of its space can
be used for different purposes. These purposes can be to set up
a multiboot environment, separating system files from user files,
or for segmenting used data from scratch and backup disks. For
instance, if you use a drive to back files up, it may be beneficial to
create one large partition for Time Machine, and have a second
partition be used for manual backups since Time Machine will
eventually use most of the space on its partition.
There are two built-in ways to partition drives in OS X. The
first is to use the Boot Camp Assistant, but this is only used for
setting up Windows on the newly created partition. If you have
other purposes for your partition besides running Windows, or
wish to create more custom partitioning schemes, then your
best bet is to use Disk Utility.
With Disk Utility open, you will see a list of available disk devices in the list to the left. Under each disk will be a list of volumes (formatted partitions) that the system recognizes on that
disk. To partition the disk, select the device itself (not any of the
volumes) and you will see a “Partition” tab appear as an option
to the right of the list. Select this partition and you will be presented with the options for partitioning your drive.
To the left side in the partition tab you will see a Volume Scheme,
under which you will have options to add partitions either via the
partition menu or by using the graphical volume map. Setting a
partition scheme with the partition menu or partition type with
the “Options...” button will rewrite the entire partition table, which
cannot be done on boot drives; however, you can modify the current partition scheme on a boot device. To do this, click the plus
button at the bottom of the volume scheme and the system will
create a new partition for you (click again to add more partitions,
or select one and click the minus button to delete it).
With the desired number of partitions set up, size them either by
moving the dividing bar between them, or more accurately by selecting one and setting the size in the Volume Information section. When
the sizes for each volume are set, name the new volumes, specify a
format, and then click the “Apply” button. Disk Utility will show a summary of the changes before continuing to partition the drive.

The steps to partitioning with Disk Utility are: 1. Select
the drive (not the volume). 2. Click the plus button in the
partition tab to add new partitions. 3. Set the size of the
partitions. 4. Click apply.
Keep in mind that modifying the partition table always carries
a risk of data loss, so be sure to fully back up the data on your
drive before making these changes. Additionally, if you plan on
removing a partition, then all the data on it will be deleted. Disk
Utility does not provide the option to merge two partitions so
the safest route is to copy all the data from the smallest partition
to another drive, delete the undesired partition and resize the
remaining partitions accordingly, and then copy your data back.
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Briefly:
Unlimited 3G on iPad 2,
TechTool out of AppleCare
03.05.11
Electronista Staff

AT&T today offered a brief update confirming that it would
still honor those with unlimited data plans for the iPad 2. The
carrier is treating its tablet data much as it would other grandfathered plans and will let adopters of the new Apple tablet keep
their service, an Engadget reader was told. Unlimited costs $30
per month and was only available for two months before AT&T
began capping data with a cheaper 2GB plan.
Simultaneously, Macgasm on Thursday found that Apple has
stopped bundling copies of TechTool Deluxe with AppleCare
packages. The utility has been a mainstay of AppleCare boxes.
Apple didn’t explain the absence, but speculation has been raised
that Apple may simply move to a downloadable copy since it
would now have very little incentive to offer a physical box.
A downloadable copy might cause issues since the tool couldn’t
be used if the user forgets to download a copy and loses the
Mac’s Internet connection. It could theoretically move to a USB
drive so that MacBook Air users could get it and use it offline.

What you need
to know about

Thunderbolt

02.24.11
Dan Frakes, Dan Moren, Macworld.com

The arrival of Apple’s latest MacBook Pro models brings with
it a brand-new connection technology called Thunderbolt. And
by brand-new, we mean “just announced Thursday morning,”
which raises lots of questions about what, exactly, Thunderbolt
is and why Apple has chosen to make it a flagship feature of the
company’s newest notebooks. Here’s what you need to know
about the industry’s latest connection standard.

What is Thunderbolt?

Thunderbolt (previously called Light Peak) is a new peripheralconnection technology, developed by Intel with collaboration from
Apple, that combines data, video, audio, and power in a single connection. Based on the PCI Express and DisplayPort architectures,
Thunderbolt allows for high-speed connection of peripherals such
as hard drives, RAID arrays, video-capture solutions, and network interfaces, and it can transmit high-definition video using the DisplayPort protocol. Each Thunderbolt port also provides up to 10 Watts of
power to connected peripherals.

Is Thunderbolt any different from Light Peak?

Light Peak was simply Intel’s codename for Thunderbolt while
the technology was under development—they’re names for
the exact same technology. One thing to note, however, is that
although Thunderbolt is designed to allow the use of either
electrical or optical connections, Apple’s current implementation uses only electrical circuitry, which allows the port to carry
power, as well. (Intel expects most vendors to use electrical connections both for this advantage and because of the lower cost.
Optical versions will likely be used only when cables longer than
three meters are needed.)
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Of course, just as with previous high-speed interfaces,
performance of each connected device will often be
much lower thanks to the limitations of the device itself;
for example, most SATA hard drives top out at 3Gbps, and even
SATA 3.0 drives are limited to a theoretical 6Gbps. Similarly, an
older, slower device placed in the middle of the chain can—if
not connected properly—cripple throughput for higher-speed
devices connected after it. (More on that below.)

(Image courtesy Intel)

What are Thunderbolt’s advantages over current connections—
FireWire, USB, eSATA, and the like?

The biggest advantage is obviously the aforementioned
performance. But another big selling point is that, since Thunderbolt supports data, video, audio, and power, you can use
a single Thunderbolt port—and thus a single cable—to connect many of your peripherals. Or at least you’ll be able to once
you’ve got enough Thunderbolt devices and adapters.

So Thunderbolt is kind of like Apple’s old Apple Display Connector
technology?

Not really, although the idea is similar to that of the Apple Display Connector (ADC). While Thunderbolt does carry video, audio,
data, and power—thus reducing the number of cables sticking
out of your computer—it doesn’t provide enough power to run a
large display. (ADC could provide up to 100 Watts of power, along
with video, audio, and USB signals.) On the other hand, an ADC
connection required a specialized—and expensive—video card,
whereas Thunderbolt uses the Mini DisplayPort standard.

So how does this involve PCI Express?

PCI Express is the high-speed architecture that’s used to connect many of the components in your Mac, such as the processor,
graphics card, and hard drive You can think of PCI Express as an
expressway that lets data move quickly and efficiently between
these “locations.” Because Thunderbolt is based on PCI Express,
it offers a direct connection to the PCI Express bus, which is part
of the reason it can offer such impressive performance.

How fast is it really?

In theory, it’s blazing fast. A Thunderbolt channel can provide
up to 10 Gigabits per second (Gbps) of data throughput—and
each Thunderbolt port includes two channels. Thunderbolt is
also bi-directional, meaning it can transmit and receive data at
the same time. Even with estimated real-world performance of
around 8Gbps, Thunderbolt is many times faster than FireWire
800 and USB 3.0. It’s also significantly faster than the eSATA connections available on many Windows PCs.

The Thunderbolt connector

What type of physical connection does Thunderbolt use?

Conveniently enough, Thunderbolt uses a connector that fits
the Mini DisplayPort port on all recent Macs. In fact, the newest
MacBook models include only a Thunderbolt port—there’s no
separate Mini DisplayPort port.

But how do I connect my display if there’s no Mini DisplayPort jack?

Because Thunderbolt handles both data and DisplayPort video,
you connect your Mini DisplayPort-enabled display—or another
display using a Mini DisplayPort adapter—to the Thunderbolt
port, or you daisy-chain it to other Thunderbolt devices, as noted
below.

Continued on page 6
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How do Thunderbolt’s video and audio capabilities compare
to DisplayPort’s?

Remember, every Thunderbolt port includes both DisplayPort
and PCI Express connections. Which means a Thunderbolt port
can handle the same types of video and audio—displays with
greater than 1080p resolution and up to eight channels of audio—as a DisplayPort port. When it comes to video, the main
limitation is your graphics card. For example, the new MacBooks
support an external display up to 2560 by 1600 pixels at millions
of colors, in addition to the built-in display in either mirroring
or dual-display mode. On a desktop Mac, the Thunderbolt port
would support two high-resolution displays. You can connect
a Mini DisplayPort-enabled display directly, or a DisplayPort,
HDMI, DVI, or VGA display using an adapter.

Is Thunderbolt backward-compatible with USB and FireWire?

Third-party vendors will sell adapters, available sometime this
spring, that let you connect USB, FireWire 400, and FireWire 800
devices to Thunderbolt ports. Thunderbolt won’t make these
legacy devices any faster, however—they’ll still be limited to
the performance of their built-in components. For example, a
FireWire 800 device still won’t be able to transfer data faster
than 800 Mbps.

What about other types of connections?

As noted above, Thunderbolt can carry data, video, audio,
network data, and power, so we also expect to see adapters
providing audio and Ethernet connections. Perhaps we’ll even
see cables that grab power from the Thunderbolt port—this
could be useful, for example, for getting some extra juice for an
external USB or FireWire peripheral.

Can I connect multiple devices to a single Thunderbolt port?

You can connect up to six devices to each Thunderbolt port by
daisy-chaining them—connecting the first to the Thunderbolt
port, connecting the second to the first, and so on. Of course,
this requires that each device in the chain have two Thunderbolt ports (or two other types of data ports along with Thunderbolt adapters)—one to connect to the device in front of it and
one to provide a connection for the device after it.

How does connecting non-Thunderbolt devices affect 7
performance?

It depends. If you connect those devices to the end of
your Thunderbolt chain, they should’t adversely affect the performance of faster “upstream” devices. If you connect non-Thunderbolt devices in the middle of a Thunderbolt daisy chain, the
way you connect them matters.
For example, if you use two FireWire-to-Thunderbolt adapters
to put a FireWire hard drive in the middle of a Thunderbolt daisy
chain, the performance of the rest of the chain “downstream”
from the computer will be limited by the FireWire drive’s FireWire
bus, which simply can’t pass data as fast as Thunderbolt.
However, it’s likely we’ll see specialized adapters and hubs
that preserve the Thunderbolt chain while branching off to provide USB, FireWire, Ethernet, video, or audio connections. These
could range from simple, T-shaped adapters that provide Thunderbolt input and output along with a single legacy connection, to multi-device hubs that let you connect several legacy
devices (docking station, anyone?). When using one of these
specialized adapters, the higher performance of the rest of the
Thunderbolt chain should be preserved.
Until such adapters are available, one of the biggest Thunderbolt challenges will be that your display must be the last
device in the chain, because the new MacBooks have only a
single Thunderbolt port and current displays—even those with
DisplayPort connections—don’t have a way to pass data on to
another device. This will make it a hassle if you want to temporarily connect or disconnect, say, a Thunderbolt hard drive, as
you’ll need to disconnect your display in the process.
We suspect that, with the exception of displays, most people
will choose to connect their existing peripherals to their computer’s USB, FireWire, Ethernet, and audio ports.

Can you boot a Mac from a Thunderbolt drive?

We suspect so, but we haven’t yet confirmed this capability.
We’ll update this answer when we know more. We’re also looking into whether you can boot your Mac from a USB or FireWire
drive connected to a Thunderbolt port using an adapter.

Does Thunderbolt support Target Disk Mode and
Migration Assistant?

On the new MacBook Pro models, you can use Target Disk Mode
over a computer-to-computer Thunderbolt connection. (We assume this will be the case with future Thunderbolt-equipped
Macs, as well.) However, Mac OS X’s Migration Assistant software
doesn’t currently support Thunderbolt connections.

Does connecting multiple devices affect performance, as it Will all Macs get Thunderbolt?
can with USB 2.0?
Apple doesn’t comment on future products, but it’s telling that
Unlike with USB 2.0, where connecting a non-Hi-Speed device or a USB 1.0 device can affect the performance of the entire
USB bus, Thunderbolt is designed to handle multiple devices
of varying levels of performance without affecting the channel
itself. Of course, those devices still share the total throughput
of the Thunderbolt channel, which could limit the performance
of a particular device if multiple devices are transferring lots of
data at the same time, but the performance of the Thunderbolt
channel itself shouldn’t be affected.

the company has made Thunderbolt a standard feature across
the entire MacBook Pro line—even the entry-level model. The
company has said it expects wide adoption of Thunderbolt, and
for that to happen, its spread across the Mac line seems like a
given. As Apple updates the company’s other computer lines
over the coming months, we expect to see Thunderbolt added
to every Mac model. A more interesting question, though, is…

Continued on page 7

Continued from page 6

Will Thunderbolt eventually replace
FireWire and USB on Macs?

Perhaps, although eventually could be a
very long time. Thunderbolt is brand new,
and as such it will be a while before it becomes anywhere near as commonplace
as USB and FireWire. It’s expected to be
widely adopted by vendors and peripheral makers over the next few years, but
until most popular peripherals are available with Thunderbolt connections, we
don’t expect these legacy connections to
disappear entirely from the Mac lines.
That said, we all remember the original
iMac, when Apple nixed legacy serial and
ADB connectors in favor of USB—long before USB peripherals were commonplace
and inexpensive—and we can imagine
the idea of a single port and connector
appealing to Apple and Steve Jobs. Just
look at the dock-connector port that
adorns the iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch.
Speaking of which…

company’s Little Big Disk portable drive
that features dual hard drives or SSDs
(solid-state drives). These and other Thunderbolt peripherals are expected to be
available beginning this spring.

Apple patents its cloud-based
‘locker’ called
‘Safe Deposit Box’
02.19.11
Mark Gurman, 9TO5Mac

People use external hard drives for
computer backups in case the information on their computer is lost
or stolen. If that information is stolen, the
chances of your external hard drive being
stolen are pretty high as well. This new solution would allow users to use Apple’s new
giant data center in North Carolina. Perhaps
this will be “another reason to own a Mac.”
The well informed John Gruber over at
Daring Fireball even heard that Apple is
working on a “Dropbox killer” for Mac OS
X 10.7 Lion, so perhaps this ties in directly
with that, too. For the technical side of
this new patent be sure to check out Patently Apple‘s full rundown.
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Will iOS devices get Thunderbolt?

As noted above, Thunderbolt relies on
PCI Express, the architecture that underpins Macs and most PCs. But iOS devices don’t use a PCI Express architecture,
which would presumably make it difficult
to simply stick a Thunderbolt port on an
iPhone. Plus the dock-connector port on
iOS devices provides quite a bit of additional functionality—it’s got 30 connection pins for a reason, after all. Finally,
it’s not clear what benefits Thunderbolt
would provide that the dock-connector
port is missing. We suspect it’s far more
likely that Apple will eventually sell an
optional Thunderbolt-to-dock-connector
cable for charging and syncing.

Are there any Thunderbolt peripherals
available yet?

Thunderbolt just became official, and
while a number of vendors have announced Thunderbolt-based peripherals, none are yet available. For example,
Promise has announced the Pegasus
Thunderbolt Technology DAS, a 4- or
6-bay external RAID array, and LaCie has
announced a Thunderbolt version of the

Recently, multiple reports emerged
claiming that Apple is hard at work at a
MobileMe revamp, which includes a “locker” to store your personal files like music,
pictures, and videos. Well today, Patently
Apple reports that Apple has patented
a new feature for Mac OS X called “Safe
Deposit Box.” This “Safe Deposit Box” is a
new feature on the Mac OS X desktop that
allows you drag a file you want to keep
super-secure to the box and it will be uploaded to the cloud with encryption.
We speculate that this upcoming feature
will tie right in with iOS and whichever
files you put in your “Safe Deposit Box” will
show up in a new app made by Apple for
MobileMe members and if the user uploads any media (music, videos, and pictures) it will automatically show up their
respective iOS applications. This service
will surely replace Apple’s long-existing
iDisk feature as they are essentially the
same thing, but “Safe Deposit Box” seems
more intuitive and more secure.
This new service from Apple could even
be a replacement for external hard drives.

For nature lovers: the plant on
page one is a Helebore. Photo
taken and plant nurtured by a
really good friend of mine. fs

The Tarmac Vaporware Gazette, named in honor of past president Jerry
Rowe, is published each month by Smitty’s Printshop, a non-existant shop
specializing in things of little or no importance to the world at large. Send
your comments, good or bad, to smittysprintshop@mac.com.
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